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Member feedback is pivotal in determining
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inequality within the deaf community.
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years. Now a TSLI on the brink (she hopes)
of becoming fully qualified, Jude is thrilled
to be carving out a second career in
performance interpreting.
Jenny Koehring studied BSL/
English interpreting at the University
of Wolverhampton and is now
undertaking her PhD there, having
completed an MSc in occupational psychology.
Her aim is to investigate psychometric test
impact on cognitive ability testing with deaf
test takers.
Ryan McLean recently graduated
from the University of Wolverhampton
BA (Hons) Interpreting BSL/English
programme and works as an in-house
TSLI interpreter at Remark! London. He has a
keen interest in eventually specialising in
theatre and festival work.
STEVE PHAN relocated to the
Washington, DC area in 2003 for work
and currently resides with his
husband in Silver Spring, Maryland.
He has been a staff SLI at various interpreting
agencies in Texas and Maryland. He has held
middle management interpreting positions at a
community college and a SLI agency.
JOE ROLLIN trained at the University
of Wolverhampton, graduating in
2018, and began his career as an
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the Deaf in Bristol, alongside part-time sign
language interpreting, and loves the diversity of
both roles.
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Note from the Board

Jenny Koehring reports on plans for ASLI events
later this year, the association’s varied and growing
membership and the power of user feedback to help
us serve you

As you can appreciate, most of this issue
of Newsli was produced before we realised
how Covid-19 would impact our lives. Many
people all over the world are worried about
their physical, financial and mental wellbeing
and that of their families, friends and
communities they live and work in.
Rest assured that the Board and the
Regions are working to support you and each
other in this crisis. So far, we have led an
initiative with the NRCPD to campaign for
BSL interpreting for live announcements on
national television. We have also created
letter templates for all of you to send to your
MPs to raise their awareness of the practical
and financial issues faced by interpreters
and the deaf community. Thanks to a joint
effort from our Members, a social media
campaign led by Board Member Nicola
Alloway and the action of many other
organisations, we have seen some movement
in the right direction.
We are endorsing the WASLI/WFD
statement for access to public health
information as well as NUBSLI’s call to
uphold interpreters’ and translators’ terms
and conditions during the pandemic. We are
liaising with all relevant stakeholders to
campaign for additional financial help for
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freelancers and have created guidelines for
using Zoom for interpreted meetings. Our
Best Practice guide on remote interpreting is
available for Members.
ASLI’s accountant, Noel, is providing us
with regular updates on changes to HMRC
guidelines and other useful information
regarding business and freelance support
currently available to our Members.
Most Regional events and training have
been cancelled or moved online, and many
Regions are using Zoom to check in on each
other and exchange tips on adapting working
styles. Both formal and informal training is
being set up for remote use. A massive shout
out to all our Regional Reps and Members
getting involved and helping each other out!
We are also setting up weekly national
Zoom meetings, led by a Board Member.
There will be no set agenda; this is just an
opportunity for Members to connect, have a
chat, ask questions, offer informal help to
each other or bring topics to the table that
they feel ASLI could discuss in more depth
internally or externally.
More information on all of these measures
can be found on our website, in our Covid-19
special edition of KYIT and on relevant social
media platforms.
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We have not yet decided whether
GoingPro and the ASLI Conference will go
ahead in October and will inform Members in
due course. Please do reach out to us if there
is anything else we can do to support you all
in these difficult times. Information about all
of the above issues changes daily, so do
keep an eye on our social media platforms,
website and email communication to
Members. ASLI is a family, and we will get
through this together! Stay safe everyone!

GoingPro 2020

I have been organising GoingPro 2020, our
student and early career interpreter event on
the Friday of the ASLI conference in October
in Bristol. I also serve as a liaison between
the Conference planning team in Bristol and
the rest of the Board.
To organise any event for Members on a
national level, there are a myriad of questions
to consider. There are the obvious items such
as date, venue, catering, speakers, theme,
ticket prices, accommodation, travel
arrangements, interpreting, accessibility,
budget and so on.
But each of these aspects has finer
nuances that are much more challenging to
work out than one would assume. And before
starting to plan practicalities, there are
conceptual considerations that often have
more than one answer (or sometimes none!).
ASLI currently has just over 800 Members,
more than ever before! We recently sent out
a Member survey and received a great
response, with over one fifth of Members
taking part. Each answer contained valuable
feedback that we will incorporate into our

‘Our Members – all of you –
are beautifully diverse

work. But it still means that we don’t know
what the other 640 Members who didn’t
manage to respond want from us. So, when
planning an event, what do we go by? Do we
use tried and tested structures? Do we follow
suggestions from Members? Do we rely on
our own experience of events that we have
attended in ASLI and other contexts?
The reality is that it’s often a mix of all of
that. We go with what has worked in the past
or we try something new, like we did with
GoingPro, and hope for success. But even
more, we hope that Members will let us know
what they thought, so that the next event can
be even better.
In everything we do, we try and capture
as many opinions, ideas and Member
suggestions as we feasibly can. In everything
we do, we have all our Members in mind. But
our Members – all of you – are beautifully
diverse. We have students and trainees, who
are still new to the profession, finding their
feet, looking for practical advice and
opportunities to connect to our world and
overcome challenges such as imposter
syndrome and language processing
demands. We also have many seasoned
interpreters, who have witnessed the
evolution of our profession over many years,
whose knowledge and experience are
invaluable for generations to come, whose
training may have been very different, who
have established networks and ways of
working that may vary significantly from those
that are currently being developed. And we
have all those in between, which in practice
means several generations of interpreters
and translators working in every field of the
profession. We have deaf colleagues, who
may face similar or completely different
challenges in their professional as well as
personal development, routes to qualification
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and specialisation. Members come from
various backgrounds, regions, cultures and
sub-cultures. We also have Members who
interpret from and into spoken and signed
languages/systems other than BSL (IS being
in ever-increasing demand is just one
example). And we have generous supporters
who believe in our causes.
What do we have to offer that ‘fits the bill’
for as many of you as possible? And what
about those we are struggling to reach? Can
we provide other ways for you to engage in
training, networking and professional
discussion? For instance, our recent
webinars have provided a well-received and
valuable addition to our Member benefits,
thanks to the tireless efforts of Board
members Nicola and Emily.
Technology can be an obstacle as much
as a blessing. The more ways we have to
engage with each other on an individual and
organisational level, the more instantaneous
these communication methods become, the
more difficult it becomes to find the best way
for it. And of course, the easier it becomes to
miss information. Therefore we have to
ensure everyone can reach and interact with
us in ways that are helpful to them and
manageable for us as volunteer directors. We
have a responsibility to all of you to provide
the best support we can within the personal,
financial, structural and practical limitations
of our organisation.
I think the solution is communication. The
more we learn from you about your personal
and professional goals and aspirations, the
more you can benefit and learn from what
ASLI has to offer and the more the Board can
make informed decisions about the shape of
the organisation, now and in the future.
Which brings me to another challenge we
as Board Members face: the Board is an
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‘Our recent webinars have
provided a well-received and
valuable addition to our
Member benefits’
abstract term for a relatively fixed number of
individuals who invest significant time and
resources in this work, for a limited time.
When making decisions, we have to consider
how this might affect the organisation and
future Board Members. Are we leaving a
legacy or a burden, will our work help or
hinder future potential course changes, are
we up to date on the latest technologies and
advancements and, if not, do we have the
resources to work towards that? Are our
systems robust enough to withstand political
and economic storms? Our growing
membership seems to suggest we are at
least heading in the right direction, but that
doesn’t mean we will stop asking ourselves
those questions over and over again.

Challenging perspectives

We recently had a webinar with two
presenters and two interpreters, each in a
different country! Even at face-to-face events,
we do our best to incorporate sources that
challenge our thinking. In October, Dr
Simone Scholl from the University of
Hamburg, Germany will be speaking at
GoingPro, promising a fresh perspective from
her experience as an interpreter trainer and
working professional in Germany. She will be
joined by Dr Christopher Stone, renowned
interpreter and interpreter trainer on an
international level, current WASLI president
and former ASLI chair, with his vast cultural
and professional knowledge and experience.
We hope to see you there!
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‘I love this unique
set of challenges’
Complex concepts, sticky jargon, high-speed
presentations and long lunch queues fail to deter
Stephen Ellis-Menton from conference
interpreting. He explains why

When I look back, conference interpreting
was not something that I had ever aspired to
do when I first started my interpreting career.
I originally trained as a primary teacher,
completing a BA Ed (QTS) at Hope University
alongside my BSL qualifications at UCLan.
My original plan was to become a teacher of
the deaf but then I was offered the
opportunity to train as an interpreter and to
work for the local deaf centre in their
communication service. I qualified as an RSLI
when I was 23 and the idea of standing up in
front of large audiences, interpreting such
complex language and ideas was not
something I saw myself capable of (or
wanted to do!) initially.

Thrill zone

Instead, I was thrust into conference
interpreting in 2006 while working for the
Deaf Centre in Liverpool as part of a team of

‘I quaked my way through
my first presentation’

With co-worker Emma Smith at the
Government Finance Function 2020

interpreters and since then I have never
looked back. My first conference interpreting
experience was both thrilling and terrifying.
Looking back, I was massively
underprepared (although I knew the topic
and domain well), as I was only there to
support our other staff interpreters working
the event. The team ended up one interpreter
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‘Speakers often read at an
unnaturally fast pace, which
means that we need a really
good control of our time lag’
short for a main presentation and no one else
was available to fill the slot but me. I quaked
my way through my first conference
presentation, looking to my co-workers for
support with figures and names and trying
my best not to let my nerves show. I’m sure
that most of the audience, the majority of
whom were deaf, could tell.
Since that first experience, which turned
out to be really positive in the end, I have
grown to love conference interpreting and
now regularly interpret for conferences, large
and small. I have worked on national
conferences such as HM Treasury Finance
Function, Nursing and Midwifery Council,
Federation of Small Businesses and the BDA
and smaller, local organisations’ annual
conferences and AGMs. I initially spent some
time shadowing other interpreters at
conferences to help me learn the ropes, learn
how best to deal with event organisers and to
ensure that as much as possible could be
done behind the scenes so that a successful
interpretation results. I learnt invaluable
lessons working with and observing other
interpreters, such as how to work with sound
and lighting, best positioning, the logistics of
getting from stage to stage or agreeing cues
to swap with co-interpreters.
I love that conference interpreting
presents us as interpreters with a unique set
of challenges that we seldom find elsewhere.
I find the challenge of interpreting for
high-profile conferences a real thrill. I love
being challenged with complex presentations
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and jargon and enjoy finding new ways to
express meaning in a culturally and
linguistically appropriate way.

Word perfect

Much of what is delivered has been
rehearsed by the speakers, who then read
out their carefully crafted speeches or
presentations. When conference materials
are available and provided to interpreters in
advance of an assignment, this can be a
real help as we can prepare how to best
interpret what the speaker will say and how
to interpret complex jargon or concepts
that might otherwise have us flummoxed
without in-depth knowledge of the subject
being interpreted.
However, highly rehearsed or scripted
presentations can also cause issues for us, in
that speakers often read at an unnaturally
fast pace, which means that we need a really
good control of our time lag (distance from

‘While preparedness and theoretical models can help immensly, you need to be be flexible’

the source language) in order not to make
too many miscues.
For interpreters wanting to move into
conference interpreting, I would recommend
Dean and Pollard’s Demand and Control
Theory (2001), in particular the concepts of
EIPI (environmental, interpersonal,
paralinguistic and intrapersonal).
Interpreters need to be able to assert their
needs in order to have the ‘tools’ they need to
provide a successful interpretation. They
need to understand what the demands are in
relation to conference interpreting and
identify controls that will work for each
conference they undertake.

Tales of the unexpected
At the NHS Expo Conference
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While preparedness and theoretical models
can help you immensely, you need to be
flexible. One of my funniest (and most
cringeworthy) moments of the last year was

while working in London at the National
Nursing Awards when, in between
announcing award categories, the host
announced that they would be welcoming a
band to stage. Neither my co-worker or I had
been informed that there was going to be any
sort of performance. I was the ‘on’ interpreter,
having only just taken to the stage, expecting
the host to announce the next category of
awards, so had no option but to stay and
interpret what came next. What ensued was a
set list of 80s/90s dance music with the
added bit of rap and beatboxing. I’m sure I
was able to provide a dynamically equivalent
experience for the deaf nurses in attendance
(who laughed and clapped the whole way
through) and the Twitter storm they started
afterwards hinted to the same but I was
thoroughly mortified. My co-worker was
great; she laughed from the sidelines and
even relayed the beatboxing that I missed!
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Reflex action

‘My co-worker was great;
she laughed from the
sidelines and even relayed
the beatboxing that I missed’

How do you develop reflective practitioners? An interpreter
trainer, a placement supervisor and two trainees give their
perspectives on the power of the placement learning context

Pre-briefs and preparation

Conferences can be rewarding, tiring, thrilling
and embarrassing at times but there are a
few things I have learned to check before
climbing upon the stage, podium or box to
interpret them:
nD
 efine the technical conditions. Ask
whether you will be working off stage in a
booth, and about audience visibility,
equipment to be used and positioning on
stage, etc
n Ask about availability of documents and
texts, as the more preparation material
available beforehand the better.
n Find out all of your co-worker’s details,
arrange a pre-brief and debrief to discuss
proceedings. For larger conferences, it is
always an idea to appoint a team leader to
deal with coordination of the team and
communication with organisers.
nF
 ind out whether the interpretation will be
recorded and/or broadcast.
n Assess and decide on the mode of
interpreting (simultaneous only?
consecutive?) and prepare for this.
n Check for social functions: are there any
dinners, networking opportunities, breakout
groups, etc to be covered by the
interpreters?
nC
 onfirm professional fees, travel expenses
and accommodation well in advance of the
conference and know who to forward
invoices and queries to.
After finishing a conference in Liverpool
recently for the HM Treasury Finance
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‘Conferences can be rewarding, tiring,
thrilling and embarrassing

Function, my co-worker and I had a
discussion about what makes a conference
successful from an interpreter’s point of view.
It was a hard, long job with little
preparation available and both of us agreed
that having a supportive co-worker who is
attuned to your needs is a massive help. We
agreed that this inspires a sense of trust
between co-workers and makes the
experience much more positive; as does
getting to the dinner queue early for lunch to
maximise the time you have for a break!
REFERENCES

Dean, R and Pollard, R (2001). ‘Application

of Demand-Control Theory to Sign Language
Interpreting: Implications for Stress and

Interpreter Training’ in The Journal of Deaf
Studies and Deaf Education, Volume 6,
Issue 1, pp1–14.
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‘A competent professional should
engage in critical reflective practice’
(Williams 2001:33). This discussion
highlights the journey undertaken by
interpreter trainees towards becoming
reflective practitioners from the viewpoints
of a higher education interpreter trainer, a
placement supervisor and a trainee.

Curriculum design,
delivery & supervision:
Sarah Bown
Employer expectations
From an employer’s
perspective, an employee should
demonstrate essential skills, knowledge and
experience relevant to the job at hand.
However, the following core abilities will
always be in demand: interpersonal skills,
confidence, self-awareness, decisionmaking skills, ability to work under pressure,
initiative, leadership, emotional intelligence,
creative problem solving and adaptability
(Reed n.d.).
‘Employers will also be looking for “soft
skills” and “character qualities”, such as
resilience and autonomy, as well as
cognitive skills such as critical thinking’
(Soffel, 2016; Morrison, 2019; Winberg,

Bester, Scholtz, Monnapula-Mapesela,
Ronald et al, 2018 cited in QAA Scotland
2019:4). These skills and qualities can
benefit from and, it can be argued, are
considerably enhanced by an individual’s
ability to incorporate reflective and
reflexive thinking into perspectives,
decision-making and responses.
The final year of the BA (Hons)
Interpreting: BSL/English programme
at the University of Wolverhampton
culminates in the interpreter trainee
taking part in an intensive period of
reflective and reflexive supported
engagement during their work
placement learning experience.
Grey (2018:12) argues that
‘Placements make a difference and social
capital is still an important factor’. The
design of the placement is informed by
professional standards and shaped by
stakeholder requirements (Bown, 2013).

‘The design of the
placement is informed by
professional standards and
shaped by stakeholder
requirements’ (Bown, 2013)
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The case for reflection

Critically reflective practice is vital to
professional competence (Bown, 2013:53).
However, Kreber (2004) and Moon (2000),
argue that reflective learning is often ‘poorly
conceptualized,’ supported by Fendler
(2003:20), who describes it as a cocktail of
‘mixed messages and confusing agendas,’
and, as such, its definition, method of
development and assessment can be
debated. In order, therefore, to avoid the
many pitfalls of reflective learning, clearly
defined frameworks need to be in place.

The importance of ‘scaffolded’
placement learning

A core element of the programme’s
placement experience is the
comprehensively ‘scaffolded’ placement
learning framework. This incorporates a
reflective journal template which supports
the student’s progressive development by
guiding their thinking and discussion. The
structure creates optimum conditions for
continuous spoken and written dialogue
between the placement supervisor, student
and university tutor. The scaffolding guides
and navigates the student’s thinking,
emotions, reactions and conversation
around observed/worked interpreting
experiences. The interpersonal dynamics
arising from the interpreted assignment and
their resulting outcomes, supported by the
template, help the student develop clarity of
perspective, while working through
uncertainty and confusion.
The process allows all parties the
flexibility to move forwards and backwards
along the developmental continuum, using
the reflective journaling template as a
scaffolded reference point. In doing so, the
student has the capacity to reach their
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highest reflective and reflexive potential at
this point. The journey of this progressive
development sees the emerging
professional move from reflective discourse
to dialogue, incorporating evidence-based
practice, autonomous thinking and
responsibility, and ultimately, work towards
what Bannigan & Moores (2009) define as
‘professional thinking’.

Career progression and
diversification

The undertaking of education and training
required for a profession demands
considerable time and financial investment.
With the increasing deferment of the official
state retirement age, it is vital that
undergraduate and postgraduate students
work to secure career longevity, resilience
and skill transferability (Dept for Education,
2017). Registered interpreters hold an
arsenal of highly valuable skills but perhaps
are rarely afforded the time and space
to look at transferring those skills within
the profession or outside of it. These
broad and diverse skillsets could, at first
glance, also be viewed as being without a
‘collective’ name, beyond the definition of
an ‘interpreter’.
The impact of aging and potential
challenges to physical and cognitive
faculties make it vital that these hard-earned
skills and the career they make possible are
preserved, adapted and continue to be

‘These hard-earned skills
and the career they make
possible must be preserved,
adapted and continue to be
meaningfully enhanced’
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meaningfully enhanced. The skills and value
to the profession, the communities they
serve and the benefit to wider society of a
qualified, well-rounded, humanistic,
reflective and reflexive professional, are not
to be underestimated. Alongside the
placement learning reflective journal,
undergraduate interpreting students are
asked to look to this future through the
formation of a short and medium-term
Personal and Career Development Plan.
Course tutors and the University Careers
Service (which include establishing yourself
in business or as a ‘sole trader’) give
students a nurturing environment to benefit
from guidance in order to plan ahead of the
‘here and now’, review their ‘toolkit’ and
equip themselves with the necessary
strategies and future skills to retain a
competitive edge in a rapidly changing
global marketplace. This strategy is
continued in the new Masters in Interpreting
module on ‘Critical Reflective Practice’,
which likewise, provides postgraduate
students with the space to reflect on their
achievements and opportunities within
the profession and plan for career
sustainability, resilience, adaptability,
transferability and longevity.

The host placement
supervisor: Russell
Aldersson
I have experienced the
placement learning
component of the degree from the vantage
point of being a student within the
programme’s second cohort intake (1995),
as a co-tutor when I was a member of the
lecturing team and as a London-based
placement supervisor for several years. As a

‘The placement learning is
essentially about creating a
space for reflection in reallife settings, a vital
underpinning for us as
professional interpreters’
placement supervisor offering opportunities
to successive cohorts from the degree
programme, I have helped consolidate
previous learning and support the transition
of classroom skills to the workplace. As
Sarah explains, the placement learning is
essentially about creating a space for
reflection in real-life settings, a vital
underpinning for us as professional
interpreters. Crucially, the placement
learning module further supports students’
progress from the formative stages of
professional community participation
(encouraged and facilitated by the
University from the beginning of their
studies) to complete professional formation.
The terms ‘supervisor’ and ‘mentor’ are
sometimes used interchangeably, but there
have been wise attempts to distinguish
them. Speaking in the context of student
teachers (but analogous to student
interpreters), Malderez (2009) argues that
the supervisory role focuses on the
maintenance of standards but the reality is
that much of what is written about
supervision describes practices more
similar to mentoring; one-to-one, work-place
based support that is personally
appropriate. I would argue that, while the
two are clearly defined roles, there is
overlap. As placement supervisors, we
ensure that standards are maintained, but
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support the student through the final stage
of professional acclimatisation, something
that they have been working towards from
the beginning of the programme. ‘In reality
the roles are a hybrid along a continuum of
mentor, coach and lecturer’ (Bown,
2013:58). My own approach echoes this,
approaching my engagement with the
placement learning component in that dual
role of supervisor and mentor.
Placement supervisors absolutely need
to position themselves as a scaffold for this
learning and development; it is not simply a
case of allowing a student to passively
follow us around. There is a requirement that
we fully engage with the teaching and
learning process as set out by the modular
framework.
Why is it advantageous for us as
established professionals to offer to take on
the challenge (and it is a challenge)?
Essentially, the answer is two-fold. Firstly,
we need to ensure that we pass on our
knowledge and experience to the next
generation of interpreters, allowing them to
assimilate that as they transition to fully
registered working interpreters. In turn, they
will refine and revise that knowledge and
develop that further and hopefully, take on
the role of mentors and supervisors
themselves – as many in our field do.
The other advantage is for those of us
who provide placement learning
opportunities. In order to facilitate this

‘By engaging with emerging
interpreters, we create a
space for our own
reflections and continuing
professional development’
14

scaffolded learning, we need to ensure we
have fully established within ourselves an
ability to be reflexive, particularly in the
ever-changing linguistic (and professional)
landscape of sign language interpreting. It is
too easy to become complacent and out of
touch with current thinking and approaches
to our work, our role and the communities
that we serve. By engaging with emerging
interpreters, we create a space for our own
reflections and continuing professional
development. Those on work placement
learning will have been reading the latest
literature on interpreting and comparing and
contrasting it with practice observations and
experiences. The up-and-coming interpreters
of recent years have been increasingly
working as video remote and video relay
interpreters, and working in cities where
many of their clients will not have BSL as a
first signed language. The professional
landscape is constantly evolving and the next
cohort of new colleagues will be generating
new identities as interpreters together with
new ways of approaching their work as they
evolve with it. We will need to keep up, and
taking on this role is a golden opportunity to
do so.

Rachael
Dance
and Ryan
McLean:
student
alumni
Rachael Dance’s placement was based
at City Lit (London) where she observed
Russell Aldersson (Freelance RSLI –
Placement Supervisor) and other staff
interpreters, teachers of deaf students and
in-house interpreters.
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Ryan McLean’s placement was with Sarah
Hides (Freelance RSLI – London) who was
his placement supervisor. He shadowed her
working in a range of domains including
mental health, media, religious conferences
and theatre interpreting.
The placement was an essential part of our
learning; as well as observing, we could
practice interpreting safely in working
environments. This enabled us to use skills
developed throughout the course in the
workplace, receive feedback and support
from our supervisors and to reflect upon this.
Alongside regular one-to-one reflective
development tutorials with our universitybased lecturer, we were given the opportunity
to apply our learning experiences and
classroom-based skills to the workplace in a
way that was conducive to a reflective and
reflexive approach. We considered the
different aspects of the interpreting dynamic
(eg, linguistic, personal, professional,
practical), and looked at ways we might
approach future challenges. We also
considered our options for effective coping
strategies and reflected on the literature
we had drawn from over the duration of
the degree, comparing it to our practical
observations.
The ongoing supported development of the
written reflective portfolio work helped us to
take a holistic approach and openly discuss,
alongside technical/professional aspects, the
thoughts or emotions around each assignment
that we observed or interpreted. The
programme’s scaffolded placement learning
framework allowed us to interweave current
research with contemporary practice and
explore the relationship between the two. We
felt it allowed us to find out which strategies
were most effective to use in certain situations
and the practicality and implications for read

‘The placement was an
essential part of our learning
because, as well as
observing, we could practice
interpreting safely in
working environments’
theories in real-life settings.
During the university training programme,
we engaged in role-plays with the support of
the local deaf community. The placement
created more opportunities to meet a wider
range of deaf people with different
communication styles and communicative
requirements. This provided an excellent
learning and exploratory foundation to
consider and apply, where appropriate, in
practice. In the classroom we discussed
skills and techniques that are vital for
interpreters, for example, critical-thinking,
self-awareness, adaptability and the ability to
work well under pressure. These are
essential attributes that employers look for
and clients require and, on placement, we
were able to develop the many skills needed
and apply them to our ongoing professional
development.
Rachael: ‘The placement module taught
me how to confidently challenge ideas, use
processing time effectively and consider
alternative ways to interpret concepts; it
gave me confidence to apply for a wider
variety of jobs. I was not only able to
experience general community interpreting; I
also had the opportunity to observe and
participate in assignments such as
interpreting the arts, video translation and
transport planning meetings. This broadened
my perception of interpreting and has
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encouraged me to accept a range of exciting
freelance interpreting jobs and thoroughly
enjoy my career.’
Ryan: ‘The placement module taught me
to be more open-minded with my approach,
realising there is more than one way to deal
with a situation. I adopted strategies to apply
to challenging situations such as overlapping
incoming messages and telephone
interpreting. The placement learning module
played a crucial part in my development, not
only as a professional but as an individual,
and provided me with vital opportunities to

conference

network with other interpreting and deaf
professionals. It gave me the confidence to
start accepting a range of bookings and to
apply for my current in-house position.’

The South West Region is gearing up to host a
different kind of ASLI Conference on 10 and 11
October in Bristol, including a one-day Open Space
format. Here, they ring the changes

By Sarah Bown, Russell Aldersson, Rachael

Dance & Ryan McLean. If you are interested in

finding out more about becoming a placement

host and supervisor, please contact Sarah Bown
at s.bown@wlv.ac.uk. The University of

Wolverhampton undergraduate interpreting
placement experience runs from the end of
January each year.

Bown, S (2013). ‘Autopoiesis: Scaffolding the Reflective Practitioner toward Employability’ in

Now that ASLI is in its thirties, the South
West Massive decided it was time to
experiment a bit! Anna Francis and Kirsten
McCarthy wrote a proposal to the ASLI Board
for a Conference with a difference.

Department for Education (2017). Graduates’ career planning and its effect on their outcomes.

Open Space
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Rather than holding the ASLI Conference in
the traditional style, we are throwing tradition
out of the window and, for the first day, will
be running an Open Space event. This
concept has been used successfully several
times in the South West and has always
received very positive feedback. At the most
recent event, the consensus was that we
should bring Open Space into the national
interpreting conversation.
Open Space was a concept created in the
1980s by American civil rights activist,
Harrison Owen. Having worked tirelessly to
organise traditional conferences for two

‘Owen was trying to recreate
the coffee breaks where
delegates were given the
open space to discuss what
they wanted to discuss’

The venue: The Engineers House, Clifton

years, Owen repeatedly received feedback
that the coffee breaks were the best part –
the one part of the conference that he didn’t
plan and couldn’t take credit for!
Rather than repeating the same
programme, he decided to send out a simple
one-paragraph invitation and plan nothing
except the format. Essentially, what he was
trying to recreate were the coffee breaks
where delegates were given the open space
to discuss what they wanted to discuss!
Open Space went from strength to strength
and Owen went on to run a further 17 Open
Space conferences. It works for groups of all
sizes and is a powerful way of exploring
issues as it draws out all those who are really
passionate about a subject.
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Open Space – the guidelines

Open Space uses four guiding principles,
one law and a lot of refreshments!
The four principles state that:
nW
 hoever comes to the discussion are
the right people. The people who care
about the topic turn up, while those who
are indifferent don’t. So from the start you
have connected people with similar desires
so that they can learn from each other.
n Whatever happens is the only thing that
could have happened. Don’t get bogged
down in what could have been.
n Whenever it starts is the right time. Don’t
worry if inspiration or solutions don’t
present themselves straight away –
creativity does not run by the clock.
nW
 hen it’s over, it’s over. If the discussion
reaches its natural conclusion, move on to
the next thing you have a passion for (or
maybe another cup of tea!). If time runs out
and the conversation isn’t over, find a
space to keep on going.
n The only law is the Law of Mobility. Go to
the place you can best contribute and/or
learn. When you feel you are no longer
doing either, join another discussion.

‘The most interesting conversations’

The format is simple. Delegates congregate
in the morning for the Opening Circle where,
working together, an agenda is created for
the day. Participants are invited to propose
topics for discussion – these can be anything
that interests them. When someone proposes
a topic, they are expected to start the
discussion when the time comes. A record of
every discussion is made so that anyone can
access the content of that session.
When a topic is proposed, the facilitator
will find a time and space for it in the
‘marketplace’ – a large timetable on display.
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‘BSL will be the primary
language of the day
When the marketplace has been filled,
participants are invited to sign up to topics
they are interested in. Free-flow between
sessions is encouraged – as is amending or
adding new topics inspired by previous
sessions. At the close of the day, all the
participants gather again for a whole-group
discussion where they can feed back on
what’s been discovered and individuals can
share some of their learning.
The day is very fluid and you should never
end it saying, ‘I wish we had talked about…’
The goal is to have the most interesting
conversations that we can have at a
conference – all the time!
It is important that all ASLI Members feel
welcome to this event, and we believe the
only way to do this is by having BSL as the
primary language of the day; this will enable
all participants to move between spaces as
and when they please.
This event is a great opportunity for ASLI
Members to get to know each other and
communicate openly. The facilitator will set
expectations that, within the discussion
groups, participants will support each other
by modifying their language, restructuring
their ideas, providing ad hoc interpreting
where required and being mindful and
understanding of the needs of others.
Previous feedback on Open Space format
events from South West Members has
included: ‘This is great – thank you so much!
It was a fabulous day and a genius format!’
and ‘Still going on about it to my colleagues!’.
We know this will be another fantastic
event and we can’t wait to share this exciting
format with you.
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Around the Regions
What’s been going on in your ASLI Region?

The West Midlands team at their February training on ‘Healthy Minds’

West Midlands

In response to the coronavirus outbreak, the
West Midlands Region had its first Zoom
meeting on 20 March. This was really an
opportunity to check in with each other to see
how people were coping with self-isolation,
work being cancelled or moving to an online
format. It was a much needed session and
really well attended. We chatted through our
concerns and agreed to set up a weekly
check-in online for the foreseeable future as
well as introducing some training
opportunities for online working, sharing hints
and tips with each other and generally
supporting each other as and when needed.

With regard to other events organised by
the West Midlands Region, on 1 February we
held an event on ‘Healthy Minds’, with Ruth
Peaker facilitating a thought-provoking
session about sign language interpreters,
mental health and presenteeism. The group
went on to put together the beginnings of a
self-efficacy questionnaire, which could be
used by professional interpreters to reflect on
their well-being on a day-to-day basis.
We have had to postpone our next training
day with Darren Townsend-Hanscomb and
Josef Bains on ‘Unconscious Bias’ from 9
May 9th to 14 November.
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South West update

In the South West we have been quite active
in recent months. During January and
February, our four-person training team has
been busy finding out what our Members
want and then acting on it. Many people have
offered us ideas for workshops and
presentations, with many more wanting to be
part of the AGM and Conference in Bristol.
We have some great plans in the pipeline.
On 7 March, an Open Space event was
delivered by Anna Francis and Kirsty
McCarthy; this was a buzzy and successful
introduction to those who hadn’t previously
attended this training format. It also
generated new discussion for those who had
experienced this innovative training before.
On 9 March, our Regional meeting took
place with an invited external professional,
Lynn Stewart-Taylor presenting on the
Accessible Information Standard (AIS). We
also set aside time to catch up on feedback
from the consultation, future training and
October’s AGM and Conference in October.
On 21 March, Dr Jules Dickinson ran
online training entitled: ‘Moving away from
I’m not good enough’. Feedback was
hugely positive. One Member said: ‘I found
it very grounding and helpful. I also
benefited just from being in an online
space with colleagues.’

Hannah Ede

West Midlands
Julia Kidd – Full
Karen Ward – Full
Judith Renshaw – Full
Rachel Strong – Associate
Jacob Bevan – Full
Sarah Gray – Associate
Anita Lowe – Full
Joy Terry – Full
Daniel Rose – Full
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East Midlands
Emma Phillips – Full
Amy Sharples – Full
North East
Katharine Terrell – Associate
Christy Dodds – Full
Victoria Ackroyd – Full
Jody Lee Stokes – Associate
Christine Vessey – Student
North West
Michael Payne – Full

Mid South Coast

This year has been a very busy year for MSC
already. On 11 January, we hosted Dr Jules
Dickinson’s Shame Resilience Training at
Reading Deaf Club – a new venue for us that
we hope to use again. The training was voted
for by Members and was held as an
additional training day, selling out very
quickly. Jules’ mix of academic and handson practical exercises made for a thoughtprovoking and enjoyable day that flew by.
On 8 February, MSC held its regular
Regional meeting in the morning and a CPD
afternoon workshop with deaf tutor, Joe
Collins, on the subject of BSL Modification.
Joe came with a prepared workshop but
asked Members to contribute real-life
examples that they have struggled with.
Liz Mercer and Sarah Webb kindly
represented MSC at the Edinburgh
Consultation Day on 29 February, and we
have since learned that Surrey has joined the
MSC region. Welcome!
On 7 March, MSC rehosted Emma
Ferguson-Coleman’s Deafness and Dementia
training, back by popular demand.

Colette Phippard

Has your Region been having fun recently, or
have you something fantastic planned in the
future? Let Newsli know by emailing a short
report and photos to newsli@asli.org.uk

Charlotte Farrelly – Associate
Abigail Crook – Associate
Clare Stocks – Associate
Demi Norman – Associate
Alison Walsh – Full
Devon and Cornwall
Sarah Ankers – Full
Susie Brooke – Student
Kent
Richard Shaddick – Full

Mid South Coast
Nancy Weatherson – Full
London and
South East
Grace Buckle – Associate
Yasmin Al-kalamchi –
Associate
Emma De Casse
Weinman – Full
Julie Chambers – Student
Craig Bartlett – Associate
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Wales
Sami Dunn – Full
Beverley Provis – Associate
Shirley David – Associate
South West
Karen Huntley – Full
Faye Denker – Student
Scotland
Katherine Taylor-Brown –
Student
Agnes McIvor – Full

‘Sometimes a sentence
is conveyed in a look’
Stagestruck Jude Jeddall spends her ‘free’ time
scribbling on scripts, listening to soundtracks on
repeat and creating a spectacle in BSL. All part of her
second career as a performance interpreter

A degree in creative and performing arts, a
short burst on the West End stage
(somewhere between 5 and 10 seconds –
‘NEXT!’), led me to temping in an ad agency,
which, although it had its perks (I almost
remember the Christmas party and still
haven’t run out of reinforcement rings), it
didn’t fit neatly into my life plan of not being
told what to do. I realised I would have to
become a professional something. But what?
My mum was a teacher of the deaf, so I’d
grown up around the clinic and the Deaf
Club, and in a small way, the deaf
community. The relationships formed
between pupils, families and teachers in
those days were close, warm and longlasting, something which is perhaps harder to
achieve now. Anyway, that’s how I decided to
apply to become a teacher of the deaf – a job
I’ve very much enjoyed for over 30 years.
When I trained, in the late eighties, there
was no requirement for BSL qualifications, or
any experience of sign language at all. It
wasn’t part of the course and, as we are all
aware, BSL had only recently been

‘The truth about performance interpreters?
We are performers!’

acknowledged for the beautiful language it is.
Many still held strongly to the terrifying
conclusions of the Milan Conference, despite
all of the pain and suffering that followed.
Happily for me though, my first teaching
practice was at Alice Elliott School for the
Deaf in Liverpool, where the wonderful and
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patient Eileen Kamine taught me as much as
she possibly could to enable me to make a
half-decent attempt at being vaguely useful
for four weeks. I loved it. My luck held as I
was given my first job there after qualifying
and the journey began!

All singing, all dancing

Now as anyone who has worked in a small
school will know, you’re a fairly big fish from
the off. Everyone has to be responsible for
something and so, as well as playing the
piano for assemblies (eat your heart out Les
Dawson), I was in charge of drama. Not only
that, but somehow – I can’t remember quite
how – I became North West Regional
Organiser for the NDCS Festival of the
Performing Arts. So off we went on our merry
creative way. The pupils were amazing, and
most of them were natural performers. We
had a great time with a panto of Snow White,
and managed to get to the London final of
the NDCS (National Deaf Children’s Society)
Festival with our devised piece, One Day in
the Park.
Wherever I worked, I was somehow
involved in performance, either supporting or
working with students, or sign interpreting
any school events.
Probably the biggest gear change came
when, now working in my current job with
Stockport Sensory Support Service, I found
myself full-time at the high school deaf base.
The school was putting on Grease (a
production I’d been involved in during my
student days – auditioned for Sandy, cast as
chubby Jan – story of my life) so I spoke to
the drama department about BSL interpreting
the show, including advertising this in their
publicity, and that was that!
School productions are a brilliant way to
get into performance interpreting. The
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‘The shape and feel of the
song must be conveyed in
sign with the precision of a
dance’
timescale is relatively long, so you can
usually get hold of the script months before
the production, and rehearsals are many, so
you get to try out your ideas. Of course, it’s a
lot of hard work, but it’s just the kind of work
that creatives love. It doesn’t feel like effort,
more like a challenge to first find the meaning
of the lyric, then figure out how it might be
conveyed in BSL and, while doing so, to
marry this with the musicality and emotion of
the piece.
Many people sing along to songs without
considering the impulse or the story within
the words, but this is far more important than
the words themselves when that song is
being signed. Having said that, you need to
strike a balance. Some songs are well known
and deaf audience members want to see the
lyrics they learned from subtitles or ‘Smash
Hits’ (now I’m really showing my age!)
reflected in the lip pattern or signing of the
interpreter. Their interpretation may be more
SSE. Others, particularly those full of
metaphor and imagery, for example, ‘This is
Me’ from The Greatest Showman, which was
used for a school leavers’ production, lend
themselves to full BSL interpretation.
When struggling to find a suitable visual
metaphor to portray an idea, I’m grateful to
my patient friends and colleagues who offer
constructive criticism and are an invaluable
source of wisdom when I’m stuck for a sign.
Musicality is just as important. The shape and
feel of the song must be conveyed in sign
with the precision of a dance.
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‘Why should deaf punters be limited to a
single show in a run?’

Those early shows were interpreted for
every performance and as part of my
teaching job. I do wish theatres would make
the move to having more performances BSL
interpreted. Why should deaf punters be
limited to a single show in a run? If it comes
to budgets, I’m sure many interpreters,
having put in all that hard work, would like to
share it more than once and would be

‘You just need to have a
quick inquiring mind, plenty
of energy and enthusiasm
and be creative, flexible and
reasonably uninhibited’

prepared to do at least one additional night
at a reduced rate.
Ten years ago I looked into courses on
performance interpreting, and realised the
route lay first in the higher BSL qualifications,
and then general interpreter training.
Towards the end of my Level 6, I applied to
BSL Interpretations for their NVQ6 in BSL/
English interpreting and was accepted!
Part One of the interpreting NVQ done, I
was thrilled to be endorsed for my TSLI
badge and haven’t looked back since! My
first job was on the main stage at Bolton
Pride 2018, a role I returned to in 2019. The
job came to me thanks to a coursemate who
manages Bolton Deaf Society and to whom I
remain grateful!
From there came my first professional
panto – one of five last year in the end! That
was surprisingly interesting as I learned
during the backstage chat about ‘set pieces’
and other aspects of the art form that I’d
never previously considered. These aren’t
things that can or should be learned or even
researched beforehand. You just need to
have a quick inquiring mind, plenty of energy
and enthusiasm, and be creative, flexible and
reasonably uninhibited (the latter within the
context of your work anyway!).

Hunger for more

I’m so lucky to be based in Manchester,
which has a thriving community of creatives
and where accessibility is higher on the
agenda than it ever has been. One of my first
jobs was at Fifty Three Two, a brilliant venue
in the city centre, via my daughter who is a
founder member of Switch MCR theatre
collective. Fifty Three Two hadn’t previously
offered BSL-interpreted performances, but
have done so whenever possible since that
first one!
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My biggest gig yet has been The Band,
Gary Barlow’s musical at The Lowry. There
hadn’t been an interpreted performance
planned, to the disappointment of friends and
colleagues. After some serious emailing and
discussion, it was agreed and set up!
It was great fun being part of such a big
show in a large theatre. Even though I only
had a week or so to prep it by the time it was
finally agreed, the production company, as
well as sending the script, actually sent me
links to video footage of the full show, so I
knew exactly what was coming! The
atmosphere was brilliant as you might
imagine in a Manchester theatre, with an
audience made up of people who grew up
with the music of a famous Manchester band.
That job, although it was pro bono,
budgets having already been used up, led to
a request for BSL interpreting for a tour of an
amazing piece of work by Lung Theatre
company called Who Cares, about support,
or lack of it, for young carers in the UK. The
tour even involved a show at the Edinburgh
Fringe, which was particularly exciting!
Many Arts Council-funded shows involve
Q&As after the show. These often offer further
insight into the subject matter, the creative
process, the political agenda and so on. In
short, I have learned a lot in a relatively short
space of time, sparking a hunger for more.

Spectacles and showmanship

My background, as I mentioned earlier, is in
creative and performing arts and I suppose
that there lies the truth about performance
interpreters. We are performers. We like our
bit of showbiz! Yes we are interpreting, and
for a specific audience; that has to remain
our raison d’être, but we are creating a
spectacle, communicating a whole cast of
characters and conveying a vast range of
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emotions and ideas in an attempt to provide
an equivalent experience.
There is an increasing trend for integrated
BSL interpretation, which obviously reduces
the problem of split focus. Some shows have
a version of themselves which is reworked for
the BSL-integrated version. Either way, such
shows require considerable thought,
planning, blocking, directing and rehearsing.
I haven’t had much experience of this kind of
work, although I have just been in rehearsal
for a piece where the director wanted me to
be more integrated into the space, and so,
rather than remaining stage left or right, I will
move from one place to another at certain
moments, even on a couple of occasions,
taking centre stage to interpret music for
transitions between scenes. The enthusiastic
cast even learned one section to sign
themselves within a further transition.

Scripts and soundtracks on repeat

Although I would love to be even more
deeply involved in BSL-integrated theatre,
this is unlikely to be possible for me at the
moment. I continue to work full-time as a
teacher of the deaf, which I am very fortunate
to enjoy very much. The unsociable hours
involved in performance interpreting actually
make it feasible for me. I am extremely lucky,
at this stage of my life, to have embarked on
a second career alongside my first. Of
course, this means that there are times when
I am extremely busy but, as I said earlier, this
is not like work. Some spend time at the gym,

‘The unsociable hours
involved in performance
interpreting actually make it
feasible for me’
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‘I haven’t actually come
across anyone who wasn’t
expecting to pay a
reasonable fee for my
services, and have even
been offered (and accepted!)
more than I’d asked for’
‘Big cities are brimming with vibrant
creatives’

others on the golf course, others in choirs,
book groups, dance classes, clubbing (well
okay, not many of my age group do that). I
spend my ‘free’ time scribbling on scripts,
listening to soundtracks on repeat and
seeking the essence of lines before moulding
them into something that I am both satisfied
with and have practised enough times to be
able to remember!

Inspiration, perspiration and
remuneration

For those of you in training, and those
interested in making a career from
performance interpreting, let’s talk money –
and practicalities. I haven’t actually come
across anyone who wasn’t expecting to pay a
reasonable fee for my services, and have
even been offered (and accepted!) more
than I’d asked for. When work has been pro
bono, it has been at my suggestion (as a
means of persuasion or leverage), or
because I wanted to support the company
personally. Some jobs pay well on the face of
it, but taking into account the hours, days,
weeks of prep involved, those who are in it

for the money are unlikely to find it fruitful. But
until we reach a stage where every show is
BSL interpreted, you are unlikely to be able to
support a family if you stick purely to this
field, unless you are employed to work within
a theatre company or create a company of
your own producing accessible work. If you
are responsible for caring for young children,
if you have an evening routine at home with
you at the centre, again, you will struggle to
be able to attend rehearsals, view
performances for prep, attend useful
networking events such as those hosted by
Triple C and DANC and travel for touring
shows. Big cities are brimming with vibrant
creatives, but outside of these, opportunities
are more limited.
Pretty much like theatre in general,
performance interpreting is for those with a
love of theatre, music, artistic expression;
those who hunger for the company of
like-minded folk.
If you work as a community interpreter, or
in education (in which case you will probably
have already taken on some performance
type work within that role), or if you have
another job completely separate from your
interpreting work/studies, and have a love of
the arts, then performance work is a
wonderful outlet for you, and a brilliant way to
involve or re-connect yourself with that world.
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W hy I B ecame an I nterpreter

‘I make a point of revisiting
musicals I’ve prepared, just
to keep the kettle boiling on
the off chance!’

The Band: “The atmosphere was brilliant’

For inspiration, I watch deaf performers,
usually on YouTube, poets and visual
vernacular artists and, of course, DVDs of the
likes of Jerry Hanifin telling traditional tales for
children. I find I’m using more and more sign/
gesture with less focus on words and more
on central meaning. Sometimes a sentence
can be conveyed in a look.
Challenges are varied, from verbatim
theatre, where stories are told rather than
shown, through panto and farce with their
double entendre and word play, to
completely musical pieces (Les Miserables
for example) which have to be learned in
their entirety in order to convey meaning and
emotion as well as musicality.
A student of mine was in the ensemble of
Les Mis at school and, although I was given
the script in plenty of time, preparing for this
one was a huge job! Of course having done
so, I’m keen to find another opportunity to
interpret it. I make a point of revisiting
musicals I’ve prepared, just to keep the kettle
boiling on the off chance!
A lot of interpreters won’t touch
performance work. It requires a lot of
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preparation, it’s extremely high profile, and of
course it is usually on some kind of stage –
not everyone wants that. As a result, artists,
theatre groups, venues and production
companies often struggle to find someone,
so getting your name out there is important.
You can’t be shy about it. I’ve learned to use
social media (thanks to the children!) and
work with the clients to publicise BSL
interpreted events.

Fringe benefits

Be positive and encourage companies and
venues. Most are willing but they may not
understand the logistics of having a BSL
interpreter. That’s our job if they don’t. No
point scoffing and eye rolling. The more
helpful you are in raising and helping to
resolve issues around blocking, lighting,
eyelines etc, the better the service, and
the more they’ll remember you for next time!
The world of fringe theatre is a family and, for
the most part, it’s a caring, sharing,
supportive one.
The vast majority of my work comes from
personal recommendations. It’s a great
feeling to get a surprise text, email, tweet,
whatever, opening the door to a new
adventure! Chances are there’ll be further
doors beyond that one. So that’s me. Alice
in Wonderland!
Email: judithjeddal@yahoo.co.uk
Twitter: @50jude

FB: BSL interpreted performances@50jude
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‘I interpreted Obama’s
Oath of Office’

US interpreter, Steve Phan, on conveying political
views conflicting with his own, the inspiration of
Helen Keller and side-stepping accountancy for a
job he loves

What is your background? (your
childhood, family, etc)
I was born in Saigon, Vietnam, and emigrated
to the US during the Vietnam War at the age
of one. My parents and I settled in Fort Smith,
Arkansas, where my younger brother was
born. Two years later, we moved to Houston,
Texas, and that is what I remember of my
childhood.
What was your first experience of sign
language?
When I was in the first grade, my teacher
assigned us books to read to write reports
on. I was the second to last student to be
assigned a book – it was about the life of
Helen Keller. Reading about her life was my
first exposure to sign language, but it would

‘My father was not pleased
with my decision to study
sign language interpreting
instead of accounting, but
I’m glad I followed my heart’

Interpreting at the US Capitol on the
Americans with Disabilities Amendments
Act of 2008

not be until eight years later, when I attended
a community sign language class at the
invitation of a church friend that I started to
learn sign language.
What inspired you to become a sign
language interpreter? Was it a person/ an
encounter/ a moment?
My father owned a dental lab and it was his
wish that I take over the family business. In
high school, I studied accounting and
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W hy I B ecame an I nterpreter

thought that I would handle the bookkeeping
for my dad’s business.
During my senior year in high school, a
classmate mentioned that the local
community college had an interpreter training
programme. I contacted the college, made
an appointment with the counsellor and, by
the end of the meeting, the college
counsellor, who was deaf, convinced me to
study sign language interpreting instead
of accounting. My father was not pleased
with my decision, but I am glad I followed my
heart as I have had a career spanning nearly
three decades, which I truly enjoy.
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interpreted President Obama reciting the
Oath of Office. I remember standing on a
wooden box, looking into the audience, and
seeing an elderly African-American man with
tears streaming down his face. That image is
forever embedded in my memory.
What is a typical working day for you
now?
For the past 11 years, I have worked as a
full-time staff interpreter at the US Capitol in
Washington, DC. Here, I interpret constituent
meetings, employee trainings, staff briefings
and tours of the Capitol. I also interpret many
college classes in the evenings.

Where and when did you train?
I graduated from Houston Community
College’s interpreter training programme in
Houston, Texas, USA, in 1995. Back then,
most programmes offered only two-year
Associate’s degrees. Since I was working
full-time and taking classes in the evenings, it
took me four years to complete my degree.
Being mentored by many experienced
colleagues helped mould me into the
interpreter I am today, instilling in me a strong
belief in giving back and mentoring others. I
was also fortunate to work on many shadowinterpreted productions with Illuminations…
Theatre with the Deaf, a deaf theatre group in
Houston, Texas. The hours of script analysis
with an ASL language coach taught me much
about letting go of the English form and
conveying meaning in ASL.

Have you had any particularly memorable
or enjoyable days at work?
Serving on the team of interpreters who
interpreted President Barack Obama’s
inauguration in January 2009 was a
memorable privilege that I will cherish. As I
was interpreting his taking the Oath of Office,
I felt chills knowing I was witnessing a
landmark event in history. Although it was
freezing cold that morning (I still have burn
scars from all the foot warmers I had in my
boots), the excitement in the air was shared
by all in attendance. My team interpreter had
interpreted many presidential inaugurations,
so she graciously let me be the one who

What was your first official assignment?
My first official assignment was interpreting a
hands-on computer-aided drafting college
class. The class had very little lecture, and
students worked on projects in a computer
lab. I wasn’t nervous and was grateful for this
entry-level assignment.

‘Constantly being ‘on’ and
portraying others’ thoughts
and emotions sometimes
tires me as I am an introvert
at heart’

Interpreting at Obama’s inauguration:
‘I witnessed a landmark event in history’
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What do you enjoy most about your job?
I enjoy paying attention to my effect to ensure
I am indeed conveying the speaker’s
emotions and not my own. Many times, I
interpret meetings with politicians whose
views are completely opposite to my own. I
remind myself that my job is to convey her/his
thoughts and emotions regardless of how I
personally feel about an issue. After those
meetings, I always treat myself to a
strawberry ice cream cone!
What do you find most challenging?
Constantly being ‘on’ and portraying others’
thoughts and emotions sometimes tires me
as I am an introvert at heart.
How has the sign language interpreting
field changed since you’ve started?
Technology has had a significant impact on
how work is delivered. Video relay services
and video remote interpreting give
interpreters who live outside of a metropolitan
area plentiful opportunities to work. Many
agencies use online scheduling platforms to
fill assignments. I appreciate the

‘Many times, I interpret
meetings with politicians
whose views are opposite to
my own. I always treat
myself to a strawberry ice
cream cone afterwards!’
independence and ease with which I can fill
my schedule.
Do you use social media to interact with
other interpreters?
Most of the time, I use social media to
connect on a personal level with my
colleagues. I think it’s important to connect
as humans, as friends, instead of always
focusing on work. I do follow various
interpreting agencies’ Facebook pages.
What advice would you give to newcomers
to sign language interpreting?
Stay balanced and continue to pursue
interests that make your heart sing, whether
they are in or out of the interpreting
profession.
How do you see the next five years – both
for yourself and for the profession?
I think the interpreting profession here in the
US will continue to seek to define itself,
strengthening its alliance with the deaf
community. I see myself continuing to
interpret in the settings in which I currently
work, but also preparing mentally for that
glorious day when I can retire and pursue
my true passion – pageantry! (I currently
volunteer on the board of the Miss Maryland
Scholarship Organization, affiliated with the
Miss America Organization.)
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Trainee Perspective

Trainee perspective

Fresh to the field of sign language interpreting, trainee
Joe Rollin shares his insights on self-care, from
being transparent with your supervisor to adopting a
no-shame approach to your purple status

Don’t be deceived. I do not have it all
sorted when it comes to self-care. Still, I’m
passionate about it. The nature of our work
often means that we are defined as a
communication professional first and as a
human being second. I quickly discovered
that it is countercultural as an SLI to open up
about our feelings, and that this can have an
impact on our wellbeing.
When I first registered as a trainee back in
2018, I was apprehensive about taking on
‘real’ interpreting work as I had only been
involved in voluntary interpreting assignments
and in-situ learning environments, closely
mentored by SLIs and academics.
The feeling that you’re ‘not good enough’
does lessen with experience. Still, it doesn’t
disappear. I get days when I come home
from work beating myself up about the day,
wondering how much better the interpretation
would have been if only I had signed a
particular concept in a certain way or had
waited longer to give myself some extra time
lag before starting to voice over so that I
didn’t stumble my words. Blaming ourselves
as interpreters (Wadensjö, 1995) is common
in our profession.
With this in mind, I’d like to share some
excellent words of wisdom from my
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supervisor: ‘You’re beating yourself up about
your work because you actually care about
the people you’re interpreting for receiving
access. If you didn’t care then you’d be in the
wrong profession!’
I have been working as an interpreter for
just over two years and am delighted to have
been asked to share with you some tips that
I’ve used in managing my own wellbeing.
Be completely candid with your supervisor
I learned very quickly that you only get out of
supervision what you put into it; if you’re not
100% honest with your supervisor about your
practice, they won’t be 100% able to support
you. My supervisor brilliantly unpicks the
problems I offload and helps me make sense
of them rationally. An insight they recently
shared is that the solo skill of interpreting
itself is hard enough, alongside the external
demands (Dean and Pollard, 2011) and that
the first reaction is to blame our skillset when
these difficulties arise and forget that
interpreting requires years of training. I would
not have learned this had I not been
transparent about my practice.
Create a good network of colleagues
I am very lucky to have a close group of
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interpreting colleagues whom I can chat with
about work-related dilemmas. I regularly
have phone chats with one particular
colleague so that we can check in on each
other to ensure we haven’t reached full
capacity! Knowing that other TSLIs are in the
same boat stops you suffering in silence.
Do not be ashamed of your purple status!
I’m not the only TSLI who feels like they have
sometimes had to defend their trainee status.
The vast majority of co-workers I’ve
interpreted with have been very supportive,
but I’ve still encountered prejudice and a
feeling that trainees are not really welcome,
and this has made me doubt my skills.
Perhaps this can only change when there is a
consensus that everyone was a trainee once!
Be kind
I’m passionate about the psychology of
human interaction and feel honoured when
someone books me again. In a community
that values an interpreter’s trustworthiness as
critical (Thoutenhoofd, 2005), we need to
work with deaf people as allies.
Babbini and Quiqley (1974: 35) write that:
‘Emotional warmth, while a personality trait
rather than a skill, was mentioned by several
as being a desirable quality for an interpreter
to have.’ I have always tried to do good when

working with my colleagues, in the hope that
we both leave the interaction with
‘benevolence’ (Lane, 1991)
Do not ‘live and breathe’ interpreting
Invest in a hobby that has nothing to do with
interpreting. Don’t get me wrong – I feel my
best when I’m being kept busy with lots of
assignments ahead of me. I have recently
started my postgraduate degree in
interpreting to achieve my RSLI status and
am beyond giddy at the prospect of going to
the university library to hire out books and
journals after a two-year break from my
undergraduate studies! However, I’ve quickly
discovered the importance of managing my
own self-care (physically and emotionally).
I’ve found yoga the perfect wind-down
exercise after a full-on day at work. A
colleague has set up a weekly exercise class
after work. It’s a great way of socialising with
work colleagues and also striving to get fitter!
We all need to nurture our wellbeing. Let
us all remember that we are all aiming to
learn as much as possible so that we can in
turn deliver the best possible service to both
the deaf and hearing people we work with. I’d
like to close with another quote:
‘If you do not make time for your wellness,
you will be forced to take time for your
illness.’ Read that again and let it sink in!
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